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TWO HUNDRED APPLICANTS
ASK FOR FEDERAL AID
FOR SECOND SEMESTER
Only 108 Jobs Available

JAN. 31 . . . 11 A. M.

Over two hundred applications for federal student aid for the second semester have been received. Applications were filled out at a meeting of applicants on Jan. 20 and continued to be received up to Jan. 24. The quota of the university is one thousand and eight hundred and eight and thus it is evident that there are two applicants for every place and half of the applicants will be unable to leave their homes for

The consideration of these applicants is being handled with the greatest possible care. The need of the students is the primary consideration, of course, but previous scholarship record, attitude toward work, and activity in contributing as a group as well as considerations of what are being taken into account. Unavoidable mistakes will be made but enough cannot be learned about the students' eligibility in spite of all the care that can be exercised. The matter will be handled as fairly and impartially as possible.

Advance information will be given at 11:00 a.m. January 31 in order that students may know their prospects before registration for the second semester. Some cases, especially those of Freshmen, cannot be finally decided until the first grades for the semester are available.

Miss Hayward III

Miss Hayward, who has been unable to leave her home for the past week because of illness, is now much better and will resume her duties in a few days.

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
CHRISTMAS Visitor

JANUARY 29, 1936

No. 18

The regular meeting of the Bowling Green Chapter of the A. A. U. P. was held in the Biology Laboratory, Thursday evening, Jan. 18 at 7:30. The first part of the program was devoted to a discussion of the relation of Biology to other subjects in the curriculum such as Sociology, Psychology, Music, and History. The following points of view were expressed:

"Biological studies furnish the essential concepts for sociology, and social and psychopathic cases must find their explanations in biology. The larger aims of biology such as the ability to understand oneself and one's relations to others should be emphasized rather than the technical values of microscopic work and pretty notes. Books such as Jennings and Conklin, and Darwin should be read and interpreted."--John W. Moore.

"Eight hours of general biology, preferably in the freshman year, are a necessary prerequisite for all other courses. Early acquaintance with laboratory methods and with tangible, actual things simplify the study of psychology and sociology. It would be a simple matter to list the biological concepts that could be placed upon scientific method and which are included in this semester course and have the students memorize these isolated facts but they would be useless as they lack the meanings and associations necessary for their future use. These concepts can be formed, corrected, and applied through actual studies and comparisons of cultural situations we have studied through a microscope. The concept then may be extended to the beginning and the growth of heredity. Heredity has no meaning apart from a knowledge of cellular structure. The facts must precede the philosophy. General principles of biology and understanding of religion, evolution, as well as social and cellular disease.

A discussion of the means of providing opportunities for learning social responsibility on the part of the student was presented at the faculty meeting Jan. 22. Interest has been deeply stirred and students are urged to cooperate in this effort to make campus life real life.

The formal statement of the topic is as follows: That the development of a sense of responsibility and the necessity for the making of decisions from the standpoint of learning about the real world are necessary attributes of our times. The statement was made by Dr. Swanson and the discussion was taken up by students who were present. The discussion did not at all appear to be an easy one and there was much exchange of ideas. It was felt that this topic should be brought up in every meeting as it is too important to let it go by. The idea of cooperation with the various classes and departments was discussed, but it was felt that this should happen in the informal extra curricular meetings where there is more freedom to express opinions.

The following points were made in the discussion:

1. It is important for students to be aware of the problems of society and of the relationships of society to the problems of science.
2. It is important for students to be aware of the problems of the country and of the relationships of the country to the problems of the world.
3. It is important for students to be aware of the problems of the world and of the relationships of the world to the problems of the universe.
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The assigned page contains a range of topics and articles, with the main focus on student discussions and activities at the Bee Gee News. Here is a structured summary of the key points:

**Editorial: Student Council Discussed**

The assembly Wednesday was devoted to the furtherance of certain student interests. The proposed Student Council budget, the Junior-Junior Banquet Fund, and publication of an Annual were the topics of discussion.

**LETTERS TO THE EDITOR**

The night of nights—the prime season for the other sex to decide whether they are going to spend the winter season has flitted into the dim beyond. On this occasion gorgeously gowned and escorted by "properly-attired" gentlemen were to sway to the organizations and showed a threat that any lesser move might be followed by what one intimated was likely to be a threat. The Junior-Senior Prom "400" would flock to Bee Gee's on such a night when socialites and the usual $60 dances would be less than last year's, with only a few, that this must be a "strictly" formal one. And to enforce the ruling was an edict that any one who does not have enough money to pay the usual $60 will have to wait until they have enough money to pay the usual $60.

**University Cables**

Last week the cold wave took a heavy toll on the campus. A total of five cracked radiators and a dozen frozen efters were reported among the damages. A total of five cracked radiators and a dozen frozen efters were reported among the damages. A total of five cracked radiators and a dozen frozen efters were reported among the damages. A total of five cracked radiators and a dozen frozen efters were reported among the damages. A total of five cracked radiators and a dozen frozen efters were reported among the damages.

**Textbooks Changed**

Some new books have been listed for the coming semester. Changes in Textbooks and loans and NYA aid, the order were reenforced. With what results? Only one man and a bare half dozen co-eds took the "strictly" formal ruling seriously. The balance of the costumes ran from decolletage evening gown to high-necked, long-sleeved blouses for the girls, and from tuxedos to gowns and suits for the men. The attendance decided last year's, with about a third of a junior and a third of a senior. One wonders how many of the students who were kept away by the Social Conference probably do not own any of the things that are sold in the store. The usual rules are not as strict as it has been for the Home Economics, semi-formal, and of course confetti isn't the thing at a "strictly" formal. Finally, the question of the $150 went across since the music was little enough that they were unable to respect the order at the ordinary $60 dances. Has a lesson been learned?

**Photography Studied**

Physics Class 80 has been showing fine results in its study of photography. The project has been so successful that the students have made a whole bunch of prints that are ordinarily impossible to develop. Pictures have been taken at impossible time-in-a very bright sun, or a very dark day, or even after a snow, or even after a snow. Some of the finished product has been made that cannot be taken from pictures taken under ordinarily desirable conditions.

---

**Notices**

---

**Obituaries**

---

These summaries provide a brief overview of the major topics discussed in the Bee Gee News, including student council discussions, letters to the editor, text changes, and notices. The content spans various aspects of student life, such as social events, academic matters, and personal reflections. The newspaper covers a wide range of topics, from the formalities of a dance to the challenges of constructing a perfect photograph. The text provides a glimpse into the social and educational life of the students at a collegiate level, reflecting on the importance of community, tradition, and personal growth.
MUSIC RECITAL

A special problems demonstration was presented in Recital Hall Jan. 12 by members of the Senior Music class and their pupils from the Training School. The special problems class is a course offered as an elective in the education department and requires that each student work out a project in consultation with the education faculty. Senior students whose projects were demonstrated were Clyde Brown, Lester Pickett, Horace Weaver, Janis Rohrbaugh, Mary Margaret Walczykowski, Mary Margaret Weaver, J a n i s Rohrbaugh, Maxine Bates, Betty Wylott, and Helen Metz.

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

W. M. T. U. at the University of Arizona has an enrollment of five national, four international and one local chapter. The national chapter is located in New York City, the international in London, and the local chapter in the University. The purpose of the organization is to promote music appreciation among students and faculty of the University. The organization is open to all members of the University community, regardless of age or sex. The officers are elected by the membership at the annual meeting, which is held in the fall of each year. The meetings are held on the first Tuesday of each month.

FOLK DANCING

The folk dance group at B. C. 8. U. has had a very active and interesting spring. The plans for the season include dances every second Saturday evening with visiting guests representing various nationality groups at approximately half the meetings. The next meeting will be held Tuesday night in the Women's gym at 7 o'clock. All students are welcome and if our group will not outgrow the facility, plans are for an evening of pleasure.

UNIVERSITY GABLES

(Continued from page 2, col. 3)

Overlook—

Sopha: "What are you taking for your cold?"

Senior: "Hard to say—but I do have some." If, at any time you want a "good" laugh just look at the cafeteria or the student union.

(Continued from page 1, col. 5)

Chairman of the committee on the nature of humor had a notice posted which read: "Will the person who has been taking towels from gym locker 626 (or some number) please call at same as soon as possible?"

Street News

The Sixth Grade has been studying about Rome, the City of the Caesars, through the use of a large number of students don't attend dance discourage the girls from dancing because of illness.

The picture will be done with chalk and crayon on a large paper "canvas". Observe how to handle. Two men must be free of charge. Two men must be free of charge.

The girls entering with attitude. A question may be posed to all they are to the City of Rome. Rome is a very fertile sense of humor.

A winter scene has been started by the Fourth Grade in their study of art. The picture will be done with chalk and crayon on a large paper "canvas". Observe how to handle. Two men must be free of charge. Two men must be free of charge.

The girls entering with attitude. A question may be posed to all they are to the City of Rome. Rome is a very fertile sense of humor.

A winter scene has been started by the Fourth Grade in their study of art. The picture will be done with chalk and crayon on a large paper "canvas". Observe how to handle. Two men must be free of charge. Two men must be free of charge.

The girls entering with attitude. A question may be posed to all they are to the City of Rome. Rome is a very fertile sense of humor.
DEFEAT OHIO NORTHERN

DEFARSTWEB TOSSES
WIN TOURNEY

The first half of our girls' basketball season can be scored-"Go Getter" Girls
ning crowd but the groans chang- Went And Got

The Falcons were inactive in conference play this week due to semester exams but will for eight points. Both played in the victory, contribute a field goal apiece
ning the crowd but the groans chang-

Individual Rating

Si For Our Good

“Dora is the dumbest girl I’ve ever seen.”

“Go Getter” Girls

While the weather quite
did not lessen the enthusiasm
all—but four fell by the way-

VARSITY B. G.

HARRY'S AUTO

The sub-zero weather quite
decided the attendance at the meeting last Thursday, but it did not lessen the enthu-

and again began to stall. B. G. took the ball, mis-
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HARRY'S AUTO

STORI E

Sporting Goods - Auto

and Radio Supplies

FRED'S BEAUTY

SHOP

PHONE 266

Crescendo Permanents $1.75

San Francisco Wave 25c

Open evenings by appointment

J. J. CURRY

OPTOMETRIST

116 E. Court

FLASH

Williams Hall and

Shatzel Hall Girls

See Miss Martha Heather, room 103 at Williams, or at Shatzel, see Miss Minnie, room 17, about 9 p.m. each night. They will take your order for a Sandwich, Hot Fudge, or University supplies. In fact all we

Patronize our advertisers

QUICK STARTING

Blue Sunoco gas for sub-zero weather

SUNOCO GAS STA.

Con. Washington and S. Main

Noted For Our Good Coffee

HARVEY'S

RESTAURANT

Sports Bar, Broad, Milk, Candy, and Tobacco at 116 E. Court
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Rappaports

VALIENTINES

Decoration... Napkins

Tallies .. Plan Cards

Candies

Greeting Cards

School Supplies

Gifts and Novelties

Heidelberg Next

The Falcons are inactive in conference play this week due to semester exams but will

Shatzel, see Miss Powers, room 103 at Williams, or at

Weber tossed the ball and again began to stall. B. G. took the ball, missed a try for the bucket and Nor-

Northern went the tip and be-

goans chang-
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